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Abstract

The appointment of supreme and constitutional court justices is a significant moment for
both exercising democratic control over high courts and preserving their independence from
political branches. The wave of constitutional reforms in Latin American during the 1990s
and 2000s has spawned a diversity of institutional rules for depoliticizing the judicial nomi-
nation process and limiting the influence of any one political branch. Nonetheless, popular
discourse and many experts have questioned whether such institutional rules are merely ”parch-
ment barriers” that fail to prevent strong presidents from dominating judicial appointments to
high courts. This paper relies on insights from the veto player literature to examine the politics
behind the judicial appointment process in Latin America, and specifically to test the effects of
different institutional rules on the capacity of political actors to select their ideal nominee. I
construct an original dataset of observational data on constitutional court nominations from 16
Latin American countries between 2000-2013, including a total of 179 individual nominations.
My principal outcome measure of interests is the ideological preferences of judicial appointees,
which I measure through an archival newspaper search that assesses dominant perceptions of
a candidate’s ideology in public discourse. I find that while presidents are more successful in
obtaining their ideal candidate than other actors, rules that divide nomination power between
multiple actors are correlated with significant effects which move nomination outcomes away
from the president’s ideal point.
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1 Introduction

The appointment of supreme and constitutional court justices is a significant moment for

both exercising democratic control over high courts and preserving their independence from polit-

ical branches. Since the wave of constitutional reforms in Latin American during the 1990s and

2000s, maintaining the balance between autonomy and accountability within the judiciary has been

a particularly important concern that has spawned a diversity of institutional structures and inno-

vative protections across the region (Lara-Borges, Castagnola, and Pérez-Liñán, 2012; Kapiszewski

and Taylor, 2008). One of the principal mechanisms for accomplishing this goal has been the judi-

cial appointment process, and the region abounds with experiences applying different appointment

rules and enabling multiple political actors to intervene. Nonetheless, popular discourse and many

experts have questioned whether such institutional rules provide sufficient bulwarks against un-

warranted intrusions from political branches, or are instead merely ”parchment barriers” that fail

to prevent the politicization of the judiciary. This paper seeks to examine the politics behind the

judicial appointment process through a comparative analysis of constitutional court nominations

in 16 Latin American countries.

Much literature on judicial behavior of high courts in the US context assumes that judges

maximize personal policy preferences through their decisions (Songer, Segal, and Cameron, 1994;

Segal and Spaeth, 2002). Despite the perception that civil law judges are mere ”expert clerks”

that mechanically apply the law as written (Ginsburg and Moustafa, 2008; Merryman and Pérez-

Perdomo, 2007: pg. 18), many Latin American judges actively pursue personal policy preferences

through case decisions (see e.g. Basabe-Serrano, 2012), and high courts in the region tend to ap-

ply more of a hybrid model that incorporates some aspects of case law in their decision-making

process (LaPorta et al., 2003; Chavez, 2004: pg. 15). Under the perspective of judges as strate-

gic decision-makers (Epstein and Knight, 2000), a court’s policy-making powers will also be con-

strained by various institutional and contextual factors such as the existence of a separation of

powers structure (Ferejohn and Weingast, 1992), levels of political fragmentation (Chávez, Fere-

john, and Weingast, 2011; Iaryczower, Spiller, and Tommasi, 2002), competition between parties

(Stephenson, 2003; Chavez, 2004; Beer, 2006), or number of actors with veto power over courts
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(Helmke, 2003). Nonetheless, courts in Latin America have frequently decided against politicians

at inopportune moments even when faced with weak institutional environments and the imminent

threat of removal (Helmke, 2005; Basabe-Serrano, 2012), and traditional views of judicial behavior

may actually under-predict judicial defections in such contexts (Helmke and Staton, 2011). Thus,

even in countries with relatively low levels of judicial independence, the threat for judicial activism

to interfere with policy-making is quite present for any politician interested in policy outcomes.

Given the significant influence that high court judges can have on future policy-making, the

appointment of judges is an important moment for locking in preferences that may affect future

policy. But whose preferences are most privileged in these nominations? Despite concerns over

the democratic control of high courts (Lara-Borges, Castagnola, and Pérez-Liñán, 2012), relatively

little empirical work examines the responsiveness of judicial appointments (e.g. Kastellec, Lax, and

Phillips, 2010), and none have done so on a comparative basis in Latin America. In this study I

argue that due to the high stakes involved, the relatively disperse, multi-party systems prevalent

in Latin America, and the low saliency of judicial nominations, politicians will favor their own

preferences or those of party activist, regardless of whether they are vote-seeking, office-seeking or

have other motives (Müller and Strøm, 1999). Given frequent comments regarding the power of the

executive office in many Latin American states (Linz, 1994; Cox and Morgenstern, 2002), and also

the privileged position that presidents tend to have as the first mover in nomination proceedings,

I also expect the preferences of presidents to weigh heavily on nomination outcomes overall.

However, constitutional scholars and constituent assemblies have spent many hours debating

how to craft appointment rules that can avoid precisely these outcomes. Do these institutional

rules have any effect on the ability of politicians to select their ideal candidate? Drawing on

theoretical insights from game theoretical work on veto player interactions (Tsebelis, 2002) and

judicial nominations (Moraski and Shipan, 1999; Pérez Liñán and Castagnola, 2011), I test whether

the different appointment rules that abound in Latin American countries can reduce the influence

of nominating actors (typically the president) in dominating the appointment process. Despite the

effort invested in creating these rules and multiple studies comparing the mechanics of different rule

(Epstein, Knight, and Shvetsova, 2001; Russell and Malleson, 2006), or their relationship to judicial
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independence (Pérez Liñán and Castagnola, 2011) or the politicization of the court (Lara-Borges,

Castagnola, and Pérez-Liñán, 2012; Ingram, 2012), we still know very little about the ultimate

effect of these rules on the outcomes of nominations outside of the context of single-country studies

(Moraski and Shipan, 1999; Cameron, Cover, and Segal, 1990).

This is the first study to my knowledge that attempts to answer this question by employing a

cross-national comparative analysis of constitutional court nominations.The relatively high degree

of variation in institutional designs for both the structure of the upper judiciary and appointment

mechanisms makes Latin America an ideal region in which to study the effects of institutional

rules on judicial nominations. The majority of countries in Latin America have historically vested

the judiciary with a centralized form of constitutional review either through a supreme court, or

through a Kelsenian design (Sweet, 2003) featuring a separate body with constitutional jurisdiction

or a special chamber within the supreme court dedicated to constitutional issues. However, the use

of a separate constitutional court has become more prevalent within the past two decades as many

countries in the region adopted this mechanism during the wave of constitutional reforms in the

1990s. The division of the judiciary’s upper-levels between separate bodies was part of a package of

judicial reforms that also often included granting administrative control to a high judicial council

and dividing judicial appointments among multiple bodies, all of which were intended to improve

judicial independence and autonomy, but with mixed results (Popkin, 2002; Pérez-Liñán, Ames,

and Seligson, 2006).

To empirically test the effect of appointment rules I constructed an original dataset of 179

appointments to high courts with powers of constitutional review in 16 different Latin American

countries between 2000-2013. My principal outcome measure of interests is the ideological prefer-

ences of judicial appointees, which I measure through an archival newspaper search that assesses

dominant perceptions of a candidate’s ideology in public discourse. I then test whether the ideology

of the resulting nomination consistently reflects the ideal point of different political actors, specif-

ically the president, legislature, and the electorate. I also create an ordinal scale of appointment

rules that attempt to diffuse control over the nomination power and test whether theses constraints

actually attenuate the power of presidents to dominate judicial appointments. Finally, I disaggre-
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gate my scale to examine if any specific rule in particular–such as divided nominations, multiple

candidate lists (ternas), adding additional veto players, and supermajority requirements–have an

effect on reducing the ability of the president to select her ideal candidate.

Consistent with critiques of many commentators, I find evidence that presidents are overall

more successful than legislatures at imposing their preferences through the nomination process and

that in general, politicians do not follow the preferences of the median voter when choosing judges.

However, I also find support for the conclusion that some institutional rules designed to diffuse

the power of political actors over court nominations do produce their intended effect. Specifically,

moving from an unconstrained nomination (no additional veto players) to a highly constrained

nomination (excluding the president) will allow a leftist or rightist president significantly shift the

ideology of the judge to match their ideal point. I also find that the most powerful institutional

constraints are those that divide nomination power among multiple actors, while requirements

for supermajority confirmations or electing ternas of candidates do not constrain the nominating

actor. Due to the strategic nature of the appointment process and limitations on the amount of data

available, firm evidence of the causal impact of these rules is not possible. However, this study does

provide an important first descriptive look at judicial appointments across different institutional

contexts and can create a basis on which to further explore the influence of political branches over

the composition of high courts.

2 Theory and Hypotheses

2.1 Political Motivations for Selecting Judges

Given the clear impact that high courts can have even in civil law legal systems, the question

of who’s policy preferences guide a politician’s choice of nominee is important. I argue that,

regardless whether ultimately motivated by policy-seeking, vote-seeking, or office-seeking goals

(Müller and Strøm, 1999), politicians will privilege either their own preferences or those of party

activists over the preferences of the median voter. Although prior studies examining nominations

for the US Supreme Court posit a strong role not only for a politician’s personal or party ideology,

but also for public opinion in confirmation votes (Cameron, Cover, and Segal, 1990; Kastellec, Lax,
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and Phillips, 2010), it is unlikely that public opinion will have a similar effect in Latin American

nominations countries, which are primarily multi-party, proportional representation systems, and

because judicial nominations tend to be low-salience decisions.

First, for a policy-seeking politician, the high stakes involved in maintaining policy flexibility

or locking in control of future policy-making in the judiciary will motivate politicians to maximize

either their own policy preferences or those of influential party activists. Vote-seeking politicians

will also favor the preferences of their party’s ideological center rather than the median voter in the

context of Latin American nominations. As many political systems are multiparty (Downs, 1957:

Ch. 3) and use proportional representation voting rules(Schofield and Sened, 2006), parties will

seek more ideologically divergent policy platforms. More importantly, judicial nominations tend to

be low saliency issues, which often involve abstruse and esoteric legal debates. This low degree of

saliency will often allow politicians a high-degree of flexibility to depart from a popular or centrist

position and appeal to activists or core party supporters who will be more concerned with policy

control over legal issues.1

Finally, office-seeking politicians, those that seek the benefits of holding office, whether they

be for instrumental, policy, or electoral reasons, will also pursue a similar strategy in order to grant

a prestigious seat on the high court for a political ally, or simply as a means to pack the court

with political clients who will decide in favor of the party or politician regardless of ideological

preferences. While in this final case the politician will not rely on ideology per se as a metric for

selecting a candidate, he or she will still pick close allies that will most likely share similar political

preferences.

Thus, this perspective provides the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Both presidents and legislators will display policy-seeking behavior when selecting

judicial appointees to high courts, therefore they will favor their own preferences or those of the

party over the preferences of the median voter.

1In addition, there is sufficient evidence in recent Latin American politics to suggest that politicians, and in
particular strong executives, do not follow the preferences of the median voter even for highly salient programatic
policies such as economic regulation, as policy-switching from state-led to neoliberal economic strategies has been
a frequent occurrence in the past two decades (Samuels and Shugart, 2010; Stokes, 1999: Ch. 8). Given these
tendencies, it is even more likely that politicians in the region will not display vote-seeking behavior when selecting
judicial appointees.
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Many commentators have frequently criticized political systems in the Latin American region

as being strong presidential systems in which popular executives can frequently encroach on the

powers of other branches and circumscribe constitutional limits (see e.g. Cox and Morgenstern,

2002). Given the high stakes involved when deciding the composition of a constitutional court, and

the undue influence that strong, populist presidents have frequently had on judicial independence in

the hemisphere Chavez (2004); Helmke (2005), it is highly plausible that presidents will be the most

powerful actor in the appointment process. Even within judicial nominations for the US Supreme

Court, researchers have found evidence that particularly strong presidents (Kastellec, Lax, and

Phillips, 2010: pg. 778) or presidents who enjoy high popularity ratings (Segal, Cameron, and

Cover, 1992) enjoyed a greater support for their chosen candidate in the Senate.

Judicial nominations in the past two decades have supported this perspective, as there

have been frequent cries of undue influence of the executive branch over appointments. This is

particularly the case when the president holds the privileged position of being the nominating

player in the process. Given the likely influence of the president over the process, my next hypothesis

predicts that:

Hypothesis 2. Presidents will have a greater degree of influence over the nomination processes

overall, and therefore the preferences of the president will be a stronger predictor of the nomination

than those of other political branches.

2.2 Institutional Rules for Selecting Judges

Next I turn to the principal research question in my study: whether appointment rules can

constrain the power of the president or the legislature to select their ideal judicial candidates. Here

I rely on veto player theory to model the interaction of these actors and the effect that different

institutional rules have on judicial nominations. Tsebelis defines veto players as the individual or

collective actors that must agree to a proposed change in status quo policy (2002: pg. 2). In a

typical veto player interaction, one actor will play the role of the agenda setter, who will propose

a ”take-it or leave-it” offer which other players can either accept or reject (pg. 24). The policy

preferences of each actor and the distance between the agenda setter’s ideal policy point and the

current status quo policy will then define the type of proposal that the agenda setter offers and
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whether it is accepted by other veto players. Actors are assumed to agree to any proposal which

will make them better off or similar to the current status quo, and the ”winset” for any given policy

proposal will be the space within which the indifference curves for all veto players intersect.

As applied to the specific setting of judicial appointment processes, the status quo can

be defined as the ideology of the median justice on the present court, as this vote will often be

determinative of outcomes on contentious rulings that could split a court. The agenda setter will

then be the political actor empowered to nominate the candidate (or candidates) that other veto

players will then confirm with a yes or no vote. A strategic agenda setter will then select a nominee

whose ideology most closely matches her preferences but will also be an acceptable change from

the status quo of the present court for other veto players.

The veto player literature provides my next two hypotheses. First, the nominating actor

that does not need the approval of an additional veto player should be the least constrained:

Hypothesis 3. When the nominating actor does not need approval from a veto player, that actor’s

preferences will be positively correlated with the preferences of the resulting nominee.

Although the flexibility of the agenda setter to select her ideal point is ultimately dependent

on the relative positions of the veto player ideal point and the status quo, Tsabelis highlights

the advantage of the agenda setter as the first mover in the game, (pg. 56) an insight that has

also been demonstrated in other game theoretical models on judicial appointments (Moraski and

Shipan, 1999; Pérez Liñán and Castagnola, 2011). Therefore, over multiple nominations in different

political contexts, the agenda setter will most frequently be able to select a nominee closest to her

ideal point:

Hypothesis 4. When a nominating actor requires approval from a veto player, the positive effect

of her preferences on those of the nominee will be attenuated. However, her preferences will still be

more strongly correlated with the outcome of the nomination process than other veto players.

However, appointment rules in Latin America present a number of complex mechanisms

that require additional refinements to this basic interaction. First, as collective actors such as

legislatures or judicial councils must first seek agreements internally, such actors tend to have less
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influence over the process than individual veto players. As the number of actors comprising a veto

point increases, the possibility for political dealmaking also increases, especially within particularly

fractional or divided bodies, thereby increasing flexibility in policy changes (Tsebelis, 2002: pg.

62-63). This would match the prediction of Hypothesis 2 above which predicts that presidents have

greater influence overall in selecting judges. It also implies that smaller collective bodies, such as

judicial councils, should be more effective at selecting ideal candidates than large bodies such as

the legislature.

Second, the inclusion of stricter majority requirements or additional veto players should

also reduce the power of the agenda setter to influence the final outcome. Tsebelis theorizes that

the inclusion of addition veto players (Tsebelis, 2002: pg. 47) and moving from a simple to an

absolute majority voting rule (pg. 70-72) should tend to reduce the size of the winset, thereby

weakening the power of the agenda setter and shifting the winning proposal toward the status

quo. Pérez Liñán and Castagnola (2011) theoretical work modeling the degree of influence that

veto players have over nominations, with an eye specifically toward the institutional configurations

present in Latin America, provide further support for this prediction. They theorize that when more

actors participate in a nomination, due to the addition of multiple veto players or the separation

of agenda setting powers between multiple offices, the agenda setter has less control over final

outcomes (pg. 17-18).

Finally there are the ternas, or three-candidate pools from which a veto player is then allowed

to select the final appointee. These rules have received various critiques from many commentators

for being ineffective, and from the perspective of the veto player literature, it is difficult to see how

they would influence the final outcome of a veto player game. Concretely, if an agenda setter could

freely select a pool of candidates, her dominant strategy should be to select all three candidates with

identical preferences or, alternately, one candidate which represents her ideal location within the

winset and two others which the veto player would find unacceptable. In either case, the outcome

should be the same as without the rule. Nonetheless, in several cases (see below) the agenda setter’s

ideal nominee was not selected from the terna, and therefore it may be that this rule does have

some effect on constraining players.
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I collect all the above predictions on more complex appointment rules in the following hy-

pothesis:

Hypothesis 5. Appointment rules such as dividing nominations between multiple actors, super-

majority requirements, and ternas will attenuate the ability of the agenda setter to select his or her

ideal nominee.

3 Judicial Appointments in Latin America

In the remainder of this section, I briefly summarize the distinct types of appointment rules

present among the 16 countries in this dataset. As many constitutions combine different rules into a

single nomination process, none of these categories are necessarily mutually exclusive. I summarize

the appointment rules in Table 6 below. All of the countries I study use representative bodies to

select judges, with the exception of Bolivia, which allows a popular confirmation vote of candidates

nominated by congress.

[Table 1 about here.]

The first rule is the open nomination rule. For this rule the nominating party is free to

select the candidate of his or her choice without subsequent confirmation or approval by another

actor. As this rule gives the nominator the greatest flexibility and discretion, it is only used either

in combination with a divided nomination rule, or in ”parliamentary style” nominations in which

the national congress is the only political actor involved. Systems with unicameral legislatures

most frequently use this rule, with Costa Rica, El Salvador, Peru, and Uruguay all employing a

pure form of the parliamentary style where the president has no formal roll within the appointment

process. In these countries, a special commission often forms a large list of applicants and rates

them according to various metrics for merit, experience, and legal knowledge. The final candidate

is then selected through a vote by the entire congress.

The second rule is a federal-style appointment process in which the president or another

actor nominates a candidate and then a chamber of congress, typically the senate, can either reject

or accept the nomination through a confirmation vote. These are the systems in place in the federal

countries in the dataset (Argentina, Brazil and Mexico) as well as Colombia, Ecuador, Honduras,
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and Paraguay. While some of these countries (Argentina, Honduras, and Mexico) also require a

qualified (2/3) majority for confirmation vote, the rest require only simple or absolute majorities.

Chile has a unique system as it only requires a confirmation for nominations by the congress, and

not those nominated by other actors.

The third selection rule, the terna, consists of a small cohort of three nominees that are

named together and then presented to another veto player, who may then elect any of the three

named candidates or reject the entire trio. This alters the basic interaction between the veto players,

as the agenda setter no longer has complete power to make a true ”take-it or leave-it” offer to the

other players. Six countries in the dataset incorporate ternas in the judicial selection process,

although in both Peru and Paraguay the ternas functioned slightly different when there existed

multiple concurrent vacancies on the court, as both legislatures would freely selecte candidates

across multiple ternas to better enable coalitions to form between parties. 2

However, as mentioned above, it is questionable whether this rule has any substantive impact.

In Colombia and Paraguay, there exist frequent accusations that the agenda setter has nominated

a ”terna de uno.” In these cases, the favored candidate is paired with two losing candidates that

are not viable options, thus circumventing the advantage that the confirming veto player would

otherwise have with a terna. For example, during the 2007 election of Mauricio González to the

Colombian Constitutional Court, President Uribe was cajoled by similar accusations enough to

retract his original terna and present a completely new one before a confirmation hearing could

take place. Nonetheless, despite detractors, there are instances of the favored candidate in a terna

losing out to another candidate, or entire ternas being rejected, such as the case in elections of

justices Casśıo in 2003, Pardo Rebolledo in 2010, and Ortiz Mena in 2012 of the Mexican Supreme

Court. Many of the agenda setter’s losing candidates were later present yet again in subsequent

ternas which were ultimately nominated, as in the case of Colombian justices Jorge Ivan Palacio

(proposed in 2006, elected in 2008) and Rojas Ŕıos, elected in 2013.

The fourth mechanism present in this dataset is the divided nomination rule, also referred

2Argentina’s Decree 222/03 of 2003 reformed the judicial nomination process with the intention of also requiring the
president to present a terna of candidates. However, starting with the first nomination of justice Zaffaroni immediately
following the enactment of Decree 222/03 President Kirchner only nominated a single candidate, a precedent that
has held in subsequent nominations. Therefore, I coded Argentina as having not having a terna requirement.
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to as a ”parity” rule (Epstein, Knight, and Shvetsova, 2001), which divides the agenda setting role

among several different political actors, each of which nominate a certain number of vacancies on the

court. These powers are often divided strictly among political branches (president and congress) or

among other high courts or judicial councils. This the case of Colombia’s Constitutional Court, in

which the president, the Supreme Court, and the Council of the State3 each are allotted the power to

nominate ternas for three seats, from which the Senate elects the final nominee. Ecuador maintained

a similar system, granting the power to present ternas to the President, Supreme Court, and

provincial mayors, but also extends nominations to civil society groups including unions, indigenous

organizations, and industry associations. Congress (which may also elect two seats directly) then

chooses the final candidates from these ternas.Guatemala and Honduras also grant nominations to

civil society groups, most notably the national bar association and deans of important Universities.

The final rule, which is frequently combined with the divided nomination, is to grant nomina-

tion powers to a non-elected, judicial body. Designating a small portion of nominations to internal

bodies within the judiciary, often another high court or to the supreme or constitutional court was

often utilized in systems with multiple high courts as a way to further ensure judicial indepen-

dence from elected officials (Popkin, 2002; Pérez Liñán and Castagnola, 2011: pg. 105). Scholars

have predicted that professional appointments from within the judiciary will tend to reproduce

the ideological status quo of the present judiciary through a process of ”cooptation” (Pérez Liñán

and Castagnola, 2011; Feld and Voigt, 2003: pg. 3). Although it is very difficult to observe the

deliberations within high courts when selecting nominees, in Colombia there is evidence that the

other high courts make a concerted effort to maintain the ideological balance on the Constitutional

Court or to select judges that will be more ”favorable” to the interests of the nominating court

(Lamprea, 2010).

4 Research Design

4.1 Dataset

For purposes of this study, I construct an original dataset that measures of the ideology of

judicial nominees, presidents, legislatures, and voters across 16 Latin American countries between

3Colombia’s Council of the State is the court of last appeal for questions of administrative law and procedure.
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2000-2013. The unit of analysis for my study is an individual nomination. I also construct different

measures of appointment rules and the constraints that these rules entail for the nominating actor.

It is important to note that while the appointment mechanism in each country is typically stable

across the length of the dataset,4 as most countries present a mixture of different appointment

rules. Therefore in many cases there is a distinct rule that applies for each nomination, varying

which actor is the agenda setter and how many veto players are involved even within the same

country.

This is the first time a study has attempted to measure the impact of appointment rules

using a cross-national dataset on judicial ideology. While this is an important empirical advance in

the study of judicial nominations, this dataset has certain limitations. First, as many nominations

are typically confirmed by veto players through the first round of voting and only rarely rejected

outright, there is often little information on the entire list of candidates under consideration. Even

when a full list of expected nominees is available (typically in parliamentary style rules), it is often

difficult to find additional information regarding preferences and ideology of the potential candi-

dates. Therefore, the dataset can only provide information on the final outcome of the appointment

process. In addition, due to limitations in the availability of data for certain countries, I was not

able to included every judicial nomination since 2000 for every country. Therefore, several coun-

tries only include nominations after 2006, when electronic archives of newspaper articles begin to

be available. Finally, I was unable to locate sufficient newspaper data for nominations in Nicaragua

or Venezuela, and therefore excluded these two countries from the analysis.

4.2 Dependent variables

The dependent variable in all my analyses is a measure of the ideology of successful judicial

appointees to high courts with powers of constitutional review. As no prior study has systematically

measured the ideology of supreme or constitutional court justices in Latin American countries,

4An exception to this are the cases of Honduras and Ecuador, which both altered their appointments rules halfway
through the dataset. Honduras did so following a coup d’etat after the first two observations for that country, and
subsequently the appointment rule changed from a divided nomination to a parliamentary style nomination by both
houses of congress. Ecuador also underwent a major constitutional reform in 2006 which changes the division of
elected seats among the new constitutional tribunal, although it maintained the basic structure of its appointment
rule (divided seat with a simple majority confirmation by congress)
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I constructed an original measure based on a newspaper search for articles mentioning judicial

appointments. I selected two major print newspapers or news magazines for each country, and

searched the archives using EMIS and Factiva database services when available or the newspapers’

own online archive. For search terms I used the nominees’ first and last names and covered a period

starting six months prior to the confirmation and ending one month after. In total for the search

of 16 countries from 2000-2013, I collected over 4,500 news articles on which I based my coding.

This work covers 156 nominations, three of which I excluded in the final dataset due to a lack of

sufficient information to correctly code ideology. I then supplemented this data with 26 ideology

measures from an additional source on Ecuador nominations (see below), for a total dataset of 179

nominations.

I code ideology based on a 5-point left/right scale (1 for left-wing, 5 for right-wing) capturing

the perceived ideological leanings of a nominee in public discourse. While most studies code for

judicial ideology based on expert surveys (Basabe-Serrano, 2012) or more commonly by examining

the actual voting behavior of justices while on the bench Segal, Cameron, and Cover (1992); Moraski

and Shipan (1999), here I focus more on the perceptions of a given candidate’s ideology that were

prevalent at the time of nomination. The reasons for this coding choice are two-fold. First, I

argue that the perception of the justice’s ideology is more relevant than the judge’s posterior voting

record because it forms the primary basis upon which veto players will predict the nominee’s

preferences and future behavior once on the court. The debate and discourse in the media at the

time of confirmation will likely reflect these perceptions and therefore capture more of the true

political calculus behind the decision to nominate, confirm, or otherwise approve or reject a given

candidate. Secondly, the more common practice of using a justice’s decision-making record will

likely incorporate many factors that influence a justice’s ideology once in office (Martin and Quinn,

2002), such as the distinct perspective gained from sitting on the bench, or are in response to

strategic considerations due to the preferences of other actors Epstein and Knight (2000); Helmke

(2005).

I base my coding decisions on two principal dimensions of judicial ideology that mirrors the

dimensions used in coding ideology of political actors in studies on Latin America (Coppedge, 1998;
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Murillo, Oliveros, and Vaishnav, 2011). The first dimension captures social or moral constitutional

issues that many high courts face, including contentious debates such as abortion, gay marriage

and adoption rights, and human rights issues such as amnesty laws for past human rights abusers.

The second dimension incorporates economic issues, and includes a judge’s perceived preferences

for the intervention of the state in the economy, recognition of economic and social rights for

disadvantaged communities, and ideas of distributive justice. While I attempted to weight both

dimensions equally in my measure when information was available, social issues were more salient

in the national media and therefore my coding choices reflect this bias. I discounted statements

from a candidates that defended against accusations of holding a particular ideological position,

but incorporate confirmatory statements in which a candidate actively embraced an ideology apart

from a centrist position.

As a secondary source of information on ideology, I also incorporated mentions of a nominee’s

militancy or close relationship in a political party where such connections were interpreted as

revealing a nominee’s ideology in the press. In these cases, I coded the ideology of the judge

according to the measure of ideology of the party at the time of the nomination. In several cases,

party affiliation was the only available information on ideology, and therefore this dataset cannot

distinguish between nomination decisions based on ideological affiliations (policy-seeking behavior)

and those based on nepotism or patronage (office-seeking behavior). Rather, I assume that both

reflect the underlying measure that I wish to capture–the proximity of preferences to the nominating

actor. I include the complete coding rules in the appendix. Finally, I do not include measures of

judicial preferences for interpretative philosophies such as textualism or judicial activism used in

other studies (Sánchez, Magaloni, and Magar, 2011), as these debates would be more esoteric for

lay audiences and therefore likely weight less in nomination decisions.

The exceptions to the above coding scheme are the 26 judicial nominations to the Ecuadorian

Constitutional Tribunal between 2003 and 2006, for which I rely directly on theBasabe-Serrano and

Polga-Hecimovich (2012) coding of ideology. This coding was based on an expert survey within

Ecuador that evaluated each justices’ preference for the degree of state intervention allowable in the

economy, liberalization of labor relations, and a general left-right political ideology (pg 147). While
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the Basabe Serrano and Polga Hecimovich codings do rely on post hoc evaluations of a judge’s

performance, they are likely still comparable with my codings as these judges had relatively short

tenures and ruled very consistently across their tenure and likely following their true preferences

Basabe-Serrano and Polga-Hecimovich (2012). Therefore, the degree to which these measurements

incorporate post hoc factors that influenced a justice’s ideology while sitting on the bench is likely

small. As a robustness check, I also rerun my analyses dropping the Ecuadorian nominations

without affecting my results (see appendix).

4.3 Independent Variables

4.3.1 Presidential and Legislative Ideology

For presidential and legislature ideology, I incorporate measures from the Baker and Greene

(2011) study on political ideology of Latin American parties. They construct their measure using

a 20pt-scale from left to right and incorporate information from expert surveys and actual policies

implemented by politicians.5 The Bake and Greene data provide information for both presidential

and legislative elections for all 16 countries for the entire period of my dataset, and should provide

a consistent measure for analysis.

For legislature ideology, I used the party ideology of the median legislature of the entire

congress (for unicameral bodies), or the median legislator of the relevant chamber involved in the

nomination process (for bicameral legislatures). The median legislator would have the deciding vote

in a direct election of a nominee, and therefore can serve as a proxy for congress’ overall ideological

position. As the Baker and Greene data only contains codings for election results, I relied on the

Legislatina and the Georgetown Political Database of Latin America for information regarding the

composition of congress during each year in my dataset. I then used the Baker and Greene ideology

score for the party and year of the median legislature sitting during each nomination.

5Baker and Greene develop their coding from several prior studies (Coppedge, 1998; Lodola and Queirolo, 2005;
Pop-Eleches, 2009; Wiesehomeier and Benoit, 2009)
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4.3.2 Voter Ideology

For the ideology of the median voter, I rely on cross-national survey data of self-reported

ideology in the Latinobarómetro and LAPOP6 surveys from 2000-2013. The Latinobarómetro

surveys asked respondents to place their personal ideology on a left/right scale from 0 to 10.

However while imperfect, this measure can provide a rough estimate of responsiveness for this

initial study.

For an estimation of the median voter ideology, I use the mean ideology reported in the

country for each year. While the mean voter is not necessarily the decisive voter for elections, I use

this measure as there is insufficient variation in the estimates of median voter ideology as the vast

majority of respondents tend to self-report in the exact center of the scale. In addition, the use

of self-reporting data on ideology carries several complications, as respondents tend to self-place

in the middle of the spectrum, there tends to be a high degree of variation between countries, and

there are often large proportions of non-responses (Zechmeister and Corral, 2013). Therefore as

a robustness check, I also rerun my analysis using the median voter ideology estimated from the

Latinobarómetro survey data, and I also use the party ideology of the median candidate in the

most recent congressional elections as a proxy for the ideological leanings of the median voter (see

appendix).

4.3.3 Nomination Scale

As the dataset presents a diversity of mechanisms which combine different sets of appoint-

ment rules in each nomination, I construct an ordinal scale (”Nomination Scale”) to represent the

degree to which the appointment rule constrains a political actor. I construct two scales, one in

reference to the president and another in reference to the chamber of the legislature involved in

the nomination process. As several countries present different rules depending on the specific nom-

ination (e.g. when there are divided seats), the scale does not reflect the level of constraint for a

given country’s entire appointment procedure, but rather for each nomination as an independent

observation.

6The Latinobarómetro survey data was not available for 2012, and therefore I supplemented data from this year
with the LAPOP survey which covered the same countries and had a similar question for self-reported ideology
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The scale ranges from 0 (no constraint) to 4 (highly constrained). I code a nomination as

”0” when the nominating actor has unconstrained nomination power, and can freely select a judge

without approval from another actor. A score of ”1” corresponds to a nomination that does require

approval, but this approval is from a collective actor (congress) without any additional requirements.

If the nominating actor also has a terna requirement or needs a supermajority approval, I code the

nomination as ”2.” If the nomination requires both a terna and a supermajority confirmation, or

if the actor is in the confirming position, I score the nomination as ”3.” Finally, I code a ”4” as a

nomination in which the actor plays no part. The scale is summarized in Table 6 below.

[Table 2 about here.]

4.4 Methodology

For my primary analysis I utilize a linear regression model to estimate the effects of the

ideological ideal point of the different political actors (President, Legislature, or Voter) on the

resulting ideology of the judicial nominee. Of particular interest to my theory is the interaction effect

between the Nomination Scale (Nom.Scale) with the ideology of an influential actor. The coefficient

on the interaction term will estimate the marginal effect of increasingly constrained appointment

rules on the ability of a veto player to choose his or her preferred candidate. The following equation

represents the specification of my main model measuring the effect of the president’s ideology:

Yi = αj + β1Presidenti + β2Nom.Scalei + β3PresidentiNom.Scalei+

β4Legislaturei + β5Voteri +
∑
k

(γkx
k
i + ηkx

k
i Presidenti) + εi

(1)

Here i indexes the nomination and j indexes the country. The parameter estimate β3 represents

the primary estimate of interests–the marginal impact of the appointment rules on constraining

the president. Variables Legislature and Voter are controls for the ideology of the legislature and

voters, and variables xk are controls for political factors that may also interact with the ideology

of the president to either decrease or strengthen their impact on the nomination outcome. αj

represents country fixed effects which will control for the different ideological tendencies in each

country. Since I control for fixed effects, this model does not allow for variability in the β3 estimate
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across countries and thus assumes a constant marginal effect for the strength of the appointment

rule across countries. I also estimate robust standard errors clustered at the country level for all

models in my analysis.

4.4.1 Control Variables

As I rely on a simple linear regression model to estimate the effects of key independent

variables, it is important to control for observable variables that may be correlated with the error

term and bias estimates. As mentioned above, I control for country fixed effects, which will control

for any time-invariant, unobservable heterogeneity specific to each country. However, there are likely

several factors that influence the outcome of judicial nominations by increasing or attenuating the

ability of the nominating party to influence the appointment process. Therefore, I control for the

following four variables and interact each term with the ideology of the main nominating actor.

Institutional Strength: First, my theoretical discussion on the impact of appointment rules

implicitly assumes that the institutional framework defining the judicial nomination process func-

tions adequately and is respected by all relevant veto players involved. However, when examining

the effect of institutions, numerous authors caution against conflating the existence of formal rules

with the effective enforcement of those rules (Voigt, 2013; Levitsky and Murillo, 2009). This con-

cern is particularly applicable to the study of judicial politics in Latin America, as many scholars

have noted that informal constraints on the judiciary are often greater than formal ones (Chavez,

2004), and that many constitutions have adopted formal structures that often differ greatly from

those applied in practice (Brinks and Blass, 2009). For example, Lara-Borges, Castagnola, and

Pérez-Liñán (2012) in a study on the length of tenure of Latin American justices found that the

strength of the institutional framework, and not the specific rule or content itself, is more determi-

native of tenure length. Therefore, the potential effect of any institutional rule will necessarily be

conditional upon the overall institutional strength of a given country’s constitutional framework.

To measure the strength and respect for institutions in the year of a given nomination, I use

the the World Bank’s WGI Rule of Law index score. This index ranges from -2.50 (weak rule of

law) to 2.50 (strong rule of law) and is a composite of 31 different data sources that capture the

expert perceptions of the functioning of courts, the criminal justice system, and protections from
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expropriation in each country. I also include results in the appendix for alternative measures using

the Polity IV dataset’s Polity IV democracy scale and the score for the level of executive constraints.

This final measure focuses specifically on how constrained the executive is both through formal

institutional rules and in practice, and should also proxy for the degree to which the president is

able to flout formal constitutional constraints.

Party Share: Second, the degree of flexibility that any veto player enjoys in selecting nomi-

nees will depend on the relative distance of her ideal point with that of the other players. Therefore,

when both the agenda setter and the confirming veto player share similar ideological or partisan

backgrounds, they will both select the same ideal candidate. Conversely, the power of any partic-

ular president or the influence of weak institutions will likely be counterbalanced in the context of

divided government, where political fractionalization can prevent any particular actor from capi-

talizing on weak institutional enforcement (Chavez, 2004; Helmke and Staton, 2011). Therefore,

I control for the share of the president’s party in the congress. I construct this measure relying

on the Legislatina and Gerogetown databases on congressional composition mentioned above, and

using the share in the chamber which is the relevant veto player for the nomination. If congress

is not involved in the nomination, I use share of the lower chamber as a proxy for the president’s

level of influence in other political branches.

Multiple Nominations: An additional complication that has been previously excluded from

discussions on the judicial nomination process in other contexts is the effect of multiple, concurrent

vacancies on the appointment process. Such occurrences have been relatively frequent in the recent

history of Latin American judiciaries, and can occur due to planned, institutional design such as

in the case of the 2000 judicial nominations for Colombia’s Constitutional Court in which seven

justices were appointed concurrently, or in the 2004 appointments in Paraguay where six justices

were appointed simultaneously to the Paraguayan Supreme Court. More notoriously, however,

are the complete turnovers of courts in institutionally weak environments such as what happened

several times in a brief five year period in Ecuador’s recent history (Basabe-Serrano, 2012). In

either scenario, the existence of multiple, concurrent nominations increases the chances for informal

negotiations and political trading outside of formal institutional rules. In such cases, we should
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expect that any individual justice’s ideology will not necessarily reflect that of the strongest political

actor, as any individual seat that does not alter the position of the median justice on the court can

be freely traded as a political favor.

Saliency : Finally, the relative saliency of any judicial nomination will also likely influence

the ability of a political actor to control the nomination outcome. As mentioned above, judicial

nominations tend to be low saliency events. However, a particularly controversial nomination or

the existence of a salient policy dispute before a high court may draw more public attention to

the nomination and constrain the ability of the nominating actor to freely select his ideal choice.

(Kastellec, Lax, and Phillips, 2010)

To construct this variable, I use the count of newspaper articles pulled for each nomination

and standardize this measure against the average media coverage of all appointments in the dataset

for that country. While this measure provides a plausible proxy for saliency, it requires dropping the

Ecuador observations which I incorporated from Basabe-Serrano (2012), reducing the final dataset

to 153 observations.

A summary of the main dependent and independent variables is included in Table 3 below:

[Table 3 about here.]

5 Results and Analysis

The following analysis shows strong evidence suggesting that while presidents do seem to

have an advantage in judicial nominations, appointment rules that divide or limit the power of

the executive office over the court are correlated with a weakening of the president’s ability to

select his or her ideal candidate. First, a visual inspection of the data through a scatter plot of

judicial ideology of nominees against the ideology of presidents reveals a high degree of variation in

outcomes. However, as Figure 1 below shows, presidents do tend to be favored by the appointment

process overall. This is consistent with the predictions of both the veto player theory, as presidents

are agenda setters in just over 40% of the dataset, and is also consistent with criticisms of strong

presidential systems in Latin America. Disaggregating the data by the Nominate Scale score also

shows that there is likely a strong impact of the appointment rule, with the slope of the bivariate
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regression line increasing gradually with the Nomination Scale score, although there is sharp change

between scores of 2 and 3 on the scale (see Figure 2 and appendix).

[Figure 1 about here.]

[Figure 2 about here.]

Table 4 reports the initial results of a linear regression analysis of president, median legis-

lature, and voter ideology against the ideology of nominees with controls for country fixed effects.

Presidential ideology is highly statistically significant in model (1) and in the predicted direction,

although with only a modestly sized effect. A move from the center to either extreme on the ide-

ological scale for president ideology would only correspond to less than a full point shift (0.71) in

the predicted ideology of the nominee. The interaction effect with the Nomination Scale is also

highly significant and negative, which suggest that more constraining appointment rules do limit

the ability of the president to nominate his or her ideal judge. When a president is completely

unconstrained, a similar shift from the center to the extreme in ideology would correspond to over

a two point shift (2.37) in the judicial ideology, enough to elect a judge also at the ideological

extreme.

[Table 4 about here.]

Legislatures and the median voter fare less well in appointments, with insignificant but

positive coefficient estimates. The interaction with the Nomination Scale for legislature ideology

in model (3) is in the opposite direction expected. This is counterintuitive, as it would imply

the median legislature is favored more often in constrained appointments from the legislator’s

perspective. This result could likely be related to the fact that the legislature is a collective player

in the veto game. Therefore, when the legislature is less constrained, there may be many options

for deal-making or logrolling on other issues that makes the median legislator less of an influential

role.

I next examine models that incorporate the four control variables and their interactions

terms with presidential and legislative ideology. The results are reproduced in Table 5. Models
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(4) and (6) include controls for the share of the president’s party in congress, the Rule of Law

index score, and a dummy variable for multiple, concurrent nominations. Models (5) and (7) also

include a measure for saliency of the nomination, which as mentioned above requires dropping

26 observations from Ecuador. The earlier results for presidential ideology and the Nomination

Scale interaction term are confirmed in models (4) and (5), with both terms still significant and

with slightly greater estimates. The Rule of Law control is also significant in one model, and

consistently in the predicted direction. The president’s share of legislature has a poorly estimated

and inconsistent effect, which implies that it either has no effect on the nomination or that a greater

control of government by a single party has a more complex interaction with the appointment rule

that is not captured by this model. Multiple concurrent nominations and saliency also have little

impact on nomination outcomes.

[Table 5 about here.]

Model (6) using legislature ideology is also consistent with model (3) that excludes controls,

although including the saliency measure in model (7) alters results in important ways. First both

legislative ideology and the nomination scale score switch to the predicted directions, although

both are not significant. The Rule of Law measure is also highly significant in model (7) and much

larger than in previous models. Although this final model is more consistent with my expectations,

the divergence in results between models (6) and (7) may be the result of dropping the Ecuador

measures.

To better illustrate the effect of the interaction between presidential ideology and the Nom-

ination Scale in model (4), I graph the predicted values for judicial nominees for nominations using

different appointments rules on the extreme ends of the scale. Figure ?? plots two lines for different

levels of presidential ideology for a nomination in a 0-level appointment rule (no constraint) on

the Nomination Scale and a 4-level appointment rule (no participation), while holding all other

variables at their mean levels. As can be seen from the plot, the difference between the slopes of

the two lines is large, with a highly constrained appointment rule nearly nullifying the effect of

presidential ideology on the nomination outcome. For an extreme right-winged president, a move

between a constrained and a completely unconstrained appointment rule would result in a [1] 1.23
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point shift in the resulting ideology of the nominee, or the equivalent of a [1] 47.82 percent change.

For a left-wing president, the corresponding shift in nominee ideology would be [1] -2.84 points or

a [1] -125.54 percent change

[Figure 3 about here.]

5.1 Disaggregating the Appointment Rules

Although the above results are highly consistent with the conclusion that the appointment

rule affects the ability of at least presidents to nominate their ideal candidate, which combina-

tion of rules is most effective for limiting the influence of the nominating party? As the scatter

plots revealed above, the scale has a greater effect at the extreme end, and therefore only very

few appointment rules may be producing their intended result. To test the differential impact of

individual rules, I rerun my analysis on model (4) above (full controls and interaction with presiden-

tial ideology) on a model that disaggregates the Nomination Scale by including dummy variables

for individual appointment rules. Specifically, I code dummy variables indicating a nomination

in which the president is the agenda setter, and in which there is a rule for (1) no confirmation

requirement, (2) a terna requirement, (3) a supermajority requirement, or (4) a divided nomination

rule. Similar as in model (4), the parameter estimate of interest is the interaction term between the

rule dummy variable and president ideology. Because individual appointment rules are included as

dummy variables, I do not control for country fixed effects in this final model. I include the results

in Table 6 below.

[Table 6 about here.]

These results indicate that the most important appointment rule for limiting the power of

presidents to influence the nomination power may be removing the president from the veto game

altogether, or requiring a confirmation from at least one other actor. Both the estimates for a

divided nomination and an unconstrained nomination are large, in the predicted direction, and

highly significant. However, the supermajority and the terna rules give the opposite prediction,

and actually lead to an increase in the power of the president to select her preferred candidate.
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The coefficient estimate for the terna rule is also quite large and highly significant, confirming the

critiques of many that a terna does not provide a real constraint of the influence of the nominating

party. The estimates for presidential ideology and legislative ideology are both significant and

positive, indicating that they both tend to have influence over a nomination where the congress

confirms a president’s nomination with a simple majority (the baseline category here). Finally the

control variables are all insignificant in this model, although president’s share of congress is large

and negative, which is the opposite of what would be expected, and may again indicate that the

degree of political fragmentation in government interacts more complexly with the appointment

rule than my model can capture.

5.2 Robustness Checks

In the remainder of this section I discuss the results of several robustness checks I conduct

using alternative specifications of my model or different measures of independent variables. I then

conclude with a brief discussion of some of the principal limitations of my analysis. Full results

of my robustness checks are included in the appendix to this article. Unless otherwise indicated,

I conduct all robustness checks on model (4) with a full set of control variables interacted with

president ideology and controlling for country fixed effects.

First, given that my measure of judicial ideology for the dependent variable is a 5-point scale,

it may be better to model this as a latent continuous variable that is proxied through an ordinal

scale. I therefore reanalyzed models (1), (2), and (4) using an ordinal probit model for estimating

parameters. As the results in the appendix show, the ordinal probit models are highly consistent

with my linear regression models, and all coefficients are at the same level of statistical significance

and with parameter estimates in the same direction.

I also test alternate measures of my independent variables for voter median ideology and

for the institutional strength measure. Rerunning my analysis with estimates of median ideology

of survey respondents and using a proxy from prior lower chamber legislative elections produce no

notable changes in results. In addition, using Polity IV’s scale of democracy or executive constraints

also provide similar results as the WGI Rule of Law Index when controlling for institutional strength,

although median legislature ideology becomes stronger and significant when I include the executive
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constraint measure.

Finally, as there are only 16 countries in my dataset, there is a chance that one country

as an extreme outlier may be driving my results. I therefore rerun my analysis through multiple

subsets of my data, dropping observations from each country one at a time. These results reveal

no noticeable difference in the main parameter estimates of interest (Nomination Scale or president

ideology) or their significance levels. The only exception is for the case of Ecuador, in which the

coefficient for presidential ideology decreases by nearly one-half and is no longer significant at the

0.05-level. However, the Nomination Scale interaction term is still highly significant and similar to

in size to the original model.

Although my results are robust to several different alternate specifications, this present

study still presents several important limitations which merit mentioning. First, as this is only

an observational study, should be understood primarily as a descriptive analysis. Nonetheless, the

results are highly consistent with my predictions and therefore warrant further research and and

attention by scholars.

Second, as mentioned above, this study’s dataset only includes information regarding the

final nominee selected, and does not include observations for potential candidates or any failed

candidates that did not get included within nomination procedures. Without a sample that can be

drawn from the full population of potential judicial nominees, there is likely some degree of selection

bias, particularly given evidence in other studies that the availability of an empty judicial seat is

not necessarily an exogenous factor, and timing is likely also determined by the preferences of the

outgoing justice (Moraski and Shipan, 1999) as well as pressure from the executive (Chavez, 2004;

Pérez-Liñán and Castagnola, 2009; Brinks and Blass, 2009). While strategic retirement of justices

may be present in my dataset, most countries have rules for mandatory retirement ages which

would lessen the amount of unexpected vacancies and should attenuate many of these concerns. In

addition, vacancies caused by undue manipulation or threats to the judiciary should be controlled

for by the Rule of Law index in my models.

Finally, my study only incorporates measures for the ideology of two potential veto players,

the president and the legislature. However, according to Tsebelis (2002), a full model of the
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appointment process should necessarily include the preferences of all relevant veto players, including

non-political actors such as judicial councils, other high courts, or civil society actors. It should

also include a measure of the current status quo of the constitutional court. As data on all of these

ideal point measures is unavailable or difficult to obtain, a full modeling of the appointment process

is beyond the scope of the present study.

6 Conclusion

The results of this study are highly suggestive that appointment rules can attenuate the

power of political actors, and in particular the president, from dominating judicial appointments.

However, despite this likely impact, it is still notable that presidents overall have a preponderance

of influence in the appointment process in Latin America, and are likely not directly responsive to

the preferences of the median voter. Nonetheless, appointment rules that remove the president from

the selection process altogether, or which grant at least one other veto player confirmation powers,

have the potential to significantly reign in the power of the president to control the composition of

high courts. Other appointment rules such as ternas or supermajority requirements are likely less

influential, and may simply add unnecessary complications to the process.

Future studies on the impact of nomination rules can build of the initial work of this paper

to further explore how politicians select high court judges. First, this study does not include

measures of other institutional rules that may increase the independence of the judiciary in other

ways, and thereby magnify incentives to control the judiciary. Such rules may include tenure

restrictions, mandatory retirement ages, the degree of centralization of constitutional review in the

legal system, and the ease with which judges can be removed from power. Any number of these

rules can change the impact of the court on longterm policy-making, and may therefore affect

incentives for controlling the selection process. Future analysis can also employ different models for

analysis, such as a multi-level modeling strategy that allows for random effects at the country level.

Such models would allow the marginal effect of different institutional rules to vary by country,

and be a more accurate reflection of how rules interact with country-specific contexts. Finally,

including additional nominations from earlier years could help improve causal identification by

providing observations both before and after constitutional reforms, thereby allowing s comparison
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of changes in appointment rules within the same country.
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Figure 1: Scatterplot of Nominee Ideology and President Ideology
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Country Yr Reform N Nominator Confirmation Supermaj. Terna Non-pol. nom.
Argentina 1994 5 President Senate Yes No No
Bolivia 2009 7 Congress Popular Vote No No Yes
Brazil 1988 14 President Senate No No No
Chile 1980/2005 16 Mixed None/Senate* No* No Yes
Colombia 1991 18 Mixed Senate No Yes Yes
Costa Rica 1989 4 Congress None No No No
Dom. Rep. 1994/2011 12 Jud. Council/Pres* None No No No
Ecuador 1998/2008 35 Mixed Congress No Yes Yes
El Salvador 19921992 11 Congress None No No No
Guatemala 1993 10 Mixed None No No Yes
Honduras 1982/2012 7 Mixed Congress Yes Yes Yes
Mexico 1994 9 President Senate Yes Yes No
Panama 1994/2004 10 President Congress No No No
Paraguay 1992 8 Judicial Council President/Senate No Yes Yes
Peru 1993 6 Congress None No Yes No
Uruguay 1996 7 Congress None Yes No No

Table 1: Constitutional Structures for Judicial Appointments
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Score Nomination Rules
0 No constraint
1 Confirmation by simple majority
2 Confirmation with terna OR supermajority
3 Confirmation with terna AND supermajority; OR only confirmation powers
4 No participation

Table 2: Nomination Scale Breakdown
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Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Median Max

Nominee Ideol. 179 3.000 0.954 1 3 5
President Ideol. 179 11.306 4.927 2.000 12.200 18.200
Legislature Ideol. 179 13.767 3.709 3.400 15.000 18.000
Voter Ideol. 179 5.260 0.493 4.221 5.237 6.439
Nominate Scale (Pres.) 179 2.844 1.479 0 4 4
Nominate Scale (Leg.) 179 2.475 1.379 0 3 4
ROL Index 179 −0.483 0.690 −1.229 −0.755 1.358
Pres. Party in Legislature 179 0.284 0.203 0.000 0.211 0.677
News Articles 153 29.549 29.503 2 19 180

Table 3: Summary statistics
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Dependent variable:

Nominee Ideology

(1) (2) (3)

President 0.071∗∗∗ 0.237∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.036) (0.020)
Legislature 0.026 0.009 −0.142∗

(0.046) (0.041) (0.078)
Voter 0.087 0.147 0.071

(0.236) (0.222) (0.233)
Nom. Scale:President −0.052∗∗∗

(0.011)
Nom. Scale (Leg.):Legislature 0.072∗∗

(0.029)
Constant 0.782 −1.369 4.119∗∗

(1.500) (1.398) (1.803)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 179 179 179
Adjusted R2 0.168 0.252 0.202

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 4: OLS analysis without controls
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Dependent variable:

Nominee Ideology
(4) (5) (6) (7)

President 0.263∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗ 0.075∗∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.067) (0.022) (0.022)
Legislature 0.059 0.116 −0.128∗ 0.246

(0.047) (0.085) (0.077) (0.233)
Voter 0.122 −0.137 0.050 0.185

(0.219) (0.237) (0.237) (0.265)
Nom. Scale:President −0.063∗∗∗ −0.067∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.013)
Share Leg:President −0.051 0.331

(0.140) (0.248)
ROL:President −0.068∗∗∗ −0.033

(0.025) (0.033)
Multiple Nom.:President −0.015 −0.015

(0.034) (0.036)
Saliency:President 0.016

(0.015)
Nom. Scale (Leg.):Legislature 0.061∗∗ −0.047

(0.028) (0.098)
ROL:Legislature −0.026 −0.743∗∗∗

(0.094) (0.242)
Multiple Nom.:Legislature −0.007 −0.024

(0.073) (0.072)
Saliency:Legislature 0.009

(0.020)
Constant −2.330 −1.141 4.034∗∗ −1.319

(1.663) (1.729) (1.745) (4.434)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 179 153 179 153
Adjusted R2 0.276 0.303 0.195 0.245

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 5: OLS analysis with controls for political context
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Dependent variable:

Nominee Ideology
(8)

President 0.120∗∗∗

(0.039)
Legislature 0.078∗∗∗

(0.030)
Voter −0.098

(0.163)
Divided:President −0.174∗∗∗

(0.043)
Supermaj:President 0.042

(0.077)
Terna:President 0.146∗∗∗

(0.048)
No Const.:President 0.277∗∗∗

(0.050)
Pres. Share:President −0.165

(0.105)
ROL:President −0.038

(0.028)
Multiple Nom.:President 0.007

(0.035)
Constant 0.971

(1.077)

Country FE No
Observations 179
Adjusted R2 0.241

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 6: Disaggregated Nomination Scale
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